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Staak and Badger previe\v tonight's
game between the Muskies and
Bearcats.
...story on page 7

Volume 67, Number 14

Interview with coach Bob Staak
...story on page 8
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New pastor of Bellarmine
to build stronger staff
By MARY SPRAUL
News Reporter

Rev. Donald 0. Nastold, S ..l.,
has been appointed pastor or
Bellarminc Chapel by Archbishop
Bernardin. He will succeed Rev.
Edward Schmidt, S . .l., on Tuesday,
February 2.
Fr. Nastold has also been appointed director of· Campus
Ministry by Rev. Robert W.
Mulligan, S . .l.
Fr. Nastold, who has been at
Xavier since 1979, will consolidate
his present job as a member of the
Campus l'vlinistry team with his
paswrship at Bellarmine. The t.wo
positions have been shared bv the
same person for the last ten years,
according to Fr. Nastold.
"Part of my immediate task is to
build a stronger staff," said Fr.
Nastold. He hopes that both
parishoners and students will
become "aware of our availability,
and that requires more visibility."
Fr. Nastold hopes to work with a
network of associates to serve the
needs of Bcllarmine's 350

parishoners and Xavier's nearly
7000 students.
Two other additions have been
made to the Campus 1\·linistry staff.
Steve Townley, senior, will take
charge of the Student Volunteers
program. Rev. Joseph Tito, S.J.,
will also assist as a fulltime campus
minister.
"I want people to know there is a

Fr. Donald 0. Nastold

Campus Ministry department at
Xavier," said Fr. Nastold. "One of
the challenges is to identify and call
forth the ministerial talents or so
many people on campus and in the
parish."
Campus Ministry and parish programs begun or guided by Fr.
Schmidt will continue, according to
Fr. Nastold. Such programs include
the trip to Appalachia during
Thanksgiving and volunteer
programs.
Bcllarmine parishoncrs will
undergo one immediate policy
change: A new forrnat ror th•>parish coun.cil is being introduced
by Fr. Schmidt, according to Fr.
Nastold. It will be fr. Nastold's
task to implement this new change,
he said.
"I think I have a sense of history
and a great respect for all the work
that has gone before me. I want to
build on that and continue to move
forward," said Fr. Nastold.

"To the Bengals and a winning season!" Michelle Mayer, Pam DeCamp
and Cathy Rieser celebrate a Cincinnati touchdown during Sunday's
Super Bowl game.

Holiday breaks fall semester
lly E\'EI.'\':"1 I>ZUIUU.:\
Ne"""' Reporter

The 1982 and 1983 fall semesters
will include a fall holiday, according to the recent decision of the
calendar committee. The holiday
for 1982 will be on Friday, October
8 and for 1983, on .Friday, October
14.

"After going through the
semester without it, everyone realized that a fall holiday was a good
idea," stated Rev. Thomas P. Kcnnealy, S.J., dwirman or the calendar committee. "It was a practical
problem," Kennealy explained.
"The only consideration was the
loss of class time, especially for the

lab classes which only meet once a
week." As the calendar stands, a
day of classes will simply be
dropped with no provision made to
make up the missed class time.
J.:ennealy said that the number of
requests received from faculty and
students played a part in th.: decision to schedule a fall holiday.

Lack of workers hinders Co-op
\
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There is always next year. David Merk and Scott Bruno cope with the
Bengals' 26-21 loss to the San Francisco 49ers and contemplate Super
Bowl XVI.

SG plans Kid Day
their time. Laurie Bernstein, chairperson of Kids Day said, "Kid Day
is really a lot of run, and it's worth
all the work to sec the happy faces
of the kids." Bernstein's goal is to
have a one-to-one ratio, one student for each young visitor.

Hy CIIIUST\' FIJI.I\S
News Reporter

"Lend your heart Ill a little kid"
is the theme of Kids Day, Wednesday, February I0, sponsored hy
Student Government.
First through fourth graders
from St. 1'vlark Elementary School
in Evanston will meet their student
escorts at the Sports Center from
1-4 p.m.
One-hundred twenty volunteers
arc needed to donate three hours of

~

Anyone interested in participating in this event should contact the Studem Government ollice
at 745-3560 or Bernstein at
745-3466.

fly RICHARU PAI.ENCHAR
News Reporter

Student Government (SG) may
close their Co-Op store due to personnel problems.
The store, which offers various
school, food, and toiletry items at a
discounted price, has experienced a
high rate or worker absenteeism
since fall semester, 1981. All
workers are volunteers.
Co-Op manager Kevin Jastrzemski resigned because or frustration
and over-involvement with tile CoOp.
"You ,·an't drag worker~ in who
are supposed to show up voluntarily and run the store. It is hard to
keep an idea like the Co-Op going if
people aren't paid.''
In <til attempt to get voluntc.:r
wori;er.• last semest cr, .J a.-.t rzemsk i
propo-.cd to SG that senator-. work
011.: two-hour session p.:r month.
The proposal failed.
Because volunteers have not
worked their shifts, the Co-Op lws

not been able to keep consistent
business hours, according to
Jastrzcmski. As a result, inventory
has built up while sales have declined.
"SCi and the student body are
still behind the idea," said Denny

l'vlcCoy, SG sc~;uor. ''Now . we
must sit down and talk about the
problems. At this point, whether
the store is to remain open is an
open question."
The Co-Op was founded in the
fall semester of 1979.

Applications accepted
for XU News staff
;\pplicatiom arc now being accepted for editor-in-chic:!' and for
business manager or 1he Xrn·ia
Nell's for the llJS2-R3 school year.
Deadline for applications forth.:
editor-in-chief is Friday. Feb. 3.
Copic-. l'f the criteria tt'>cd for -.ckc1inns and guideline.-. for writing an
editorial policy arc a1·ailabk at the
information desk. lntcrvil'll''> for
til.: position will be conducted on
,\Jonday. l·eb. 22, by 1he Progr;un'<
ami Publications Committe.:.

Deadline lor applic;tt it'm f<,r
business matwgcr i.> also I· riday,
Feb. 3. Copies or tlic critcria used
for s.:lectiutls and r.:qttircnl!:lll'i for
the IWsitiOtl arc also a1·ailabk at tilL'
informatinn tk-.k. lntcnic11-. for
tile po-.ition will he .:ondttctcd on
:\lond;tl. I·L'IJ ..~2. h1· 1hc Procra1n'
;~nd l'uiJiication> Ct;nttnilteL·.'
Anyone illlcrc-.IL'd in fnrming till'
editorial -.tall ~hould ..:ontact Tnnv
lln;wn at 7~5-3561 or 7~5-J2fd. .
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Landscaping plans bloom
lor new grounds foreman
Hy JERR\' EI.LI(;
News Reporter

"Holy Cross University in
Massachusetts supposedly has the
finest-maintained grounds in the
U.S .... It would be nice to sec
Xavier have a similar reputation."
That is the opinion of Grounds
Foreman Thomas Havlis, who has
a number of landscaping projects

of the Administration to improve
the campus' appearance.

planned for the upcoming year.
Rev. Stanley Tillman, S . .J. said
that a significant amount of shrub
and tree planting on campus has
been done in the past by Jesuit and
student volunteers and financed by
donations from the Booklovers'
Club and concerned individuals. In
his view, Havlis' hiring last June
signified a commitment on the part

Ren~ Durand, director of Admissions, agreed that the upgrading
and upkeep of the campus arc
critical. "If the first impression is
one of unkept grounds, it's going
to be very hard to recoup that first
negative impression."
Durand noted that visitors to
Xavier have often been favorablv
impressed with the genera·!
cleanliness of the campus relative to
other campuses. He also said
Xavier benefits from Cincinnati's
age in that the Univcrsitv is surrounded by plenty of mat;rre trees.
"Those bushes planted last
semester at either end of the dirt
sidewalk in front of Albers Hall arc
pan of a plan to improve Xavier's
overall appearance," said Havlis.

EVA'S RESTAURANT -~
·. ·. ··~ •
OPEN 24 HOURS

SPECIALIZING IN DOWN-HOME COOKING
COMPLETE BREAKFAST- LUNCH - SUPPER
MENUS INCLUDING CHILl
FAST CARRY-OUT FOR COMPLETE MENU

Come and see our new Games Room!

4423 MONTGOMERY

531-5221

fNORWOOD)

i
Are you tired of stamp collecting? Try making cultures, like junior pre_med ~nd Biology Club President Rich Berning.

Congratulations to the following XU
students for being selected in the 1982 edition
of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES:
Peter Adamek
Gerard Berger
John Bertsch
Lyndia Bezold
1\uren Bowie
Mary Hraeuning
~'fary Brennan
.Lawrence Brown
Tony Brown
Vinc.ine Brown
Carl Bntggeman
Susan Connors
Vickie Crawford
Judith Decker
Jeanne Dillon
Jeanne Dunn
Colette Dyer
Mary I~erguson
James Flanagan
Lynne Fleming
l\'lary Gabel
Sharon Geyer
l\'Iary Ann Grosser
Christopher Grote
Donna Hale
John Hendrix
Kari .1 unl<er
Y vct.tc Kelly
Michael Lambert
Paul Lamcill
James Lucas
Christine Mayhall
.Margaret. McCullough
Marianne McLaughlin
Marianne Mcircsonnc
Edith Mineer
Melanic Mirande
Linda .Mitchell
l{aul Miyar
Barbat·a Mosct·
Jane Nahcrhaus
Da \'id Perry
l{aj Shanl<er Pandey
Paul l~at terman
Ann Marie ~~~·an
John S~o:ot 1

;. .: :~'".; .·~

Havlis has a B.A. in Horticulture
from Ohio State and has held his
post at Xavier since last June. "It's
not just my work, but the work of a
lot of people," he said. He and his
co-workers have concentrated on
upgrading the soccer field and planting or re-planting shrubs in highvisibility locations, such as along
the Mall and around the Joseph
Building.
Several months from now the
Xavier community will be treated to
the sight of numerous spring
crocus, snowdrop, and other bulbs
in bloom.
''A lot of the junipers on O'Brien
Terrace are dying because of all the
salt they had to put down there during the water main problem last
winter," Havlis said. "We're get. ting ready to re-landscape that now .
We'.d like to do the same around
Bellarmine too."
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Havlis claims that .the. greatest
single obstacle his crew faces is the
amount of time they have to spend
picking up trash, especially around
the dorms. "If we could cut that
time in half," he said, "we could
spend more time doing what really
needs to be done."
It is his estimate that it will take
about two years to complete most
of the major landscaping endeavors
planned for the campus.

The All New

MARGJ,E'S
SALOON

5425 Carthage Ave.
(1/2

mile south of Cincinnati Gardens)
MINUTES from X. U .

Every Tuesday
and Thursday
XU Ladies Nite

• Electronic Games
Plus Happy Hour
Wed., Fri., Sat.~ 1-7 pm
Darts (sign up for teams)
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Xerox seminar aids studentswith personal growth skills
By IRENE LELONEK
News Reporter

In a recent seminar conducted by
the Xerox Corporation and Career
Planning and Placement (CP&P),
22 students discovered that there
was more to the work environment
than meets the eye.
The purpose of the seminar, according to Louise Burke, director
of CP&P, was to "provide each
person with personal development
and growth in areas generally not
taught in the classroom and thinl!s
you will be faced with as you cnt~r
the business environment and the
world of work in general." The
three-day workshop was conducted
in the new College of Business Administration Building on January
II, 12, and 13.
The Xerox Business Seminar
covered topics ranging from time
management and selling to effective
communications and delegation in
a work environment. Vince Rinaldi,
Region Employment Operations
Manager for Xerox, led the five
member team of instructors. He
stated that the primary purpose for
the seminar was to "give something
back to the campuses in return for
what Xerox has taken" over the
years.
The workshops were not directed
solely towards business. Each
module of lecture and discussion
was aimed at sharpening skills in all
aspects of human interaction,
whether in the classroom, in a
social function, or in a job situation. Carol Steltenkamp, a natural
science major, found the effective
listening and delegation modules
especially helpful "mainly because
these areas are the least thought of,
but are essential to any situation."
She also stressed self-evaluaton as
crucial to understanding your interaction with others.
Nancy Myers, a senior marketing
major, feels that it is important to
understand how members of a
group influence each other, using
various personality styles. She
stresses that knowing how others
will react can help to make the
decision-making process more effective for the group.
The students themselves were not

~r~ik':lfb
Liquor-Beer-Wine
Daily Lunch Specials
Italian Spaghetti & Ravoli
Anti pasta-Chops
Sizzling Steaks-Chicken
Your Hosts George and Nancy
offer a return to happy dining.

2440 Gilbert Ave.
221-1857

Free Party Room
Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri. 4:00·6:30

the only ones who found the
seminar to be beneficial. Cindy
O'Donnell, Information Systems,
Division Sales Manager for Xerox,
and an instructor for the workshop,
felt that the seminar was "terrific
- it was great exposure to understanding students and what they're
looking for in a work environment." O'Donnell was responsible
for a module on non-verbal
communications.
As a follow-up to three days of
intense participation, the .seminar
ended with a pizza and beer'party atUno's in Clifton, which allo~·ed all
the participants to relax and take a
comfortable look at all that had

taken place. And, that perfect ending for a perfect three days? Why,
Dana's of course!
Rev. John LaRocca S.J. hasn't received his halo yet, but prays
some new raquetball tips to help his game. Fr. LaRocca plays dally.

Army panel discusses defense
The U.S. Army War College
Current Affairs Panel will answer
questions on National Defense on
Monday, February I at I :30 p.m. in
the University Center Theatre.
The six-member panel includes
five students and a faculty
moderator from the 1982 class in
the Army War College.

"Many government officials are
bound by Defense Department
policy,'' said l'vlaj. Dale Guilfoil of
Xavier's Military Science Department. "These people are students,
so they have the freedom to give
frank, honest answers."
According to Guilfoil, the
Military Science Department is

sponsoring the group because
"there arc a lot of important affairs
going on in the world uow. People
have a lot of questions and want
answers, but they are only getting
one side from the media."
The panel will also visit several
history and political science classes
on Wednesday, February 3.

__ is most likely to succeed.
__ is really a winner.

__ is headed for the t~
__ decided to do it
Is that you'?
If it is-then you're who we're
after.
Add to those 'will to win' qualities, a belief that success follows
hard work and an educational
background that includes
marketing and accounting credits
and you're qualif~ed for a sales
career with ADP.
ADP is the world's leading computing services company. From
mainframe to minis, from payroll to a variety of specialized accounting services- we supply
the full spectrum of computing
support to every kind of business
of every kind of size in every
part of the world.
We're coming to the campus for
the first time in search of our
tomorrows. The future of our
company will be determined by

the graduates we meet in the
next few months.
If success is one of your favorite

dreams-consider a future with
the ADP sales team. You will be
selling the computing answer to
business needs.
The rewards are high-and
almost immediate.
We'll be on campus Fe~ruary 19,
1982. Contact the Placement
Office for our information folder
and further details.

The computing company

Mon.· Thurs. 1 0:30·12:00
Fri.·Sat. 10:30·1 :30
Sun. 4:00·11 :30
..
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Chance to cheer Muskies
available at tonight's game
Tonight the Musketeer basketball team takes on the University of Cincinnati in
Riverfront Coliseum. The cross-town rivalry involves not only the teams themselves,
but extends to the student bodies. Who has more pride in their school, XU or UC
students? Xavier, of course, right? Well, maybe. If anything, the Muskie fans have
been apathetic rather than fired up latdy.
Apathy is one thing of which Xavier will never run out. Oftentimes, it seems that
the only thing XU students will get enthtised about is drinking. An area where this
less-than-enthusiastic attitude is particularly obvious is fan support - or, rather,
lack of support - at the basketball games.
The women's team, unfortunately, has never drawn tremendous crowds to its
games. In fact, according to Coach Laurie Massa, those who attend the games are,
for the most part, personal friends of the team members. Attendance is fairly consistent, but low.
On the other hand, the men's team can boast of past successes in drawing crowds
(last season's game against UC had a crowd of 12,864 in attendance; the 4,000-seat
Fieldhouse packed in 4,137 for the Evansville game). The key word above is not
past, but successes. Unfortunately, there have been all too few of those lately. Admittedly, it is easier to support a winning team than a team having a losing season, as
-'the Muskies arc. However, it's not right to be fair weather fans, so to speak. The
team needs support now more than ever.
The Muskies ran into two problems - injuries and inexperience - early in the
season and these took the team's momentum away. Because of the many injuries,
the team has not been able to maintain continuity. After a relatively injury-free preseason, the Muskies have been playing hurt all year.

................. ........................................
'

BEAT UC!

Active people dare to care
ly to "get the A." The student's role is to
search as diligently as possible. A class considered to be a chore instead of an opportunity is a sign of an inferior professor/student
relationship, in which one side is not living
up to his or her responsibilities.
The difference between to learn and to be
taught is subtle but crucial. We ought to ask
ourselves whether we learn or whether we are
taught. The former implies activity. The latter, passivity.
Active people participate in history. They
participate in life. They do.
Passive people let things happen to them .
They are done upon.
·
To be an active person is to care about life:
to care about the cosmos, to care about the
plight of others, and to care about yourself
and what you do in life. Caring is an active
response to life. It is the opposite of apathy,
a passive response to life.
To be a passive student - to expect the
teacher to do the work - is a betrayal of the
essence of scholarship. In the same way, to
be a passive citizen of a country is a betrayal
of the essence of citizenship. Both scholarship and citizenship are active states of being.
Yet in the last U.S. presidentail election, only
54 percent of the eligible voters acted. The
other 46 percent found it easier to be passive.
Indeed contemporary America lends itself
nicely to passivity. Many are so mesmerized
by the affluent, commercialized environment
in which they live that they are merely carried
along on the tides of what a few people arc
doing or thinking. To be an active p:.uticipant in life requires a deliberate deci~iun ro
do so,
Those who dare to act, dare to search and
dare to care in the classroom are probably
the ones who will do likewise outside the
classroom.

In nearly all of my first class s_essions last
week my new professors began their courses
with some old advice. "Do the readings,"
"participate in class," "don't fall behind,"
and "make sure you come to lecture." Why
do most professors say things like these? And
what is so insightful about this advice?
Certainly the goal of these axioms is not
good grades. If the only motivation a student
·has for taking a class is getting a good grade,
then the class is not worth taking.

.

BEAT UC!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Many people forget - or just do not realize - how young the team is. As Coach
. Bob Staak said, "Young people are going to make mistakes until they gain experience." He has a young team, with one senior, three juniors, four sophomores
and four freshmen. Because the sophomores saw a lot of playing time last year, it is
easy to forget that they are only sophomores. But they are- and can only get better
with another year's experience under their belts.
Let us not count this season as lost yet, though. The players are bouncing back
from their injuries and play is picking up. What students can do to increase the
Muskies' home court advantage is attend the games and be LOUil. The team needs
a vocal student body because having a good student turnout is almost like putting a
sixth man on the court, especially in a school the size of Xavier.
Alth9ugh the fans cannot win a game, they can definitely make a difference.
Staak does not believe anyone could have d~feated the Muskies in 'the Fieldhouse at
the Evansville game last season because of the volume of noise from the students.
So, tonight the Muskies face their cross-town rival in the Coliseum. Although
Xavier is hosting the Bearcats, the Muskics' homccourt advantage will be slimmer
than ever. A vocal student section can boost the advantage. Let us take pride in
Xavier and show some support. Be at the game tonight and let's hear some NOISE!

Lame-duck soup

'
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STEVE
CAIN

The highest motivation for studying is the
desire to discover previously unknown relationships of ideas, which ultimately lead to
truth. The student who embarks on such a
journey every semester is participating in real
scholarship.
Tests are merely a crude - although the
best available - means to somehow measure
the quality of that scholarship, and assign it a
rating called a grade, which is only indicative
of the student's performance on the tests.
The grade is not necessarily representative of
the truth the student has discovered,
although a good test will be designed to illicit
some indication of this.
The professor/student relationship should
not be one of competition, but cooperation.
All true scholarship has been lost once a professor has an attitude of "weeding out" the
so-called mediocre students. The teacher's
role is to challenge all the students, the quick
ones as well as the slower ones.
Any trace of scholarship has also been lost
once a student has an attitude of studying on-
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-updateCommunity Participation Meeting
There will be a meeting of the Community Participation Committee for all those interested in volunteering time at the Evanston
Senior Citizen Center on Thurs., Jan. 28, in the Student Government Office. If you are interested but cannot attend call Donna
lames at 745-3304.
Student Volunteers Meet
A meeting for anyone interested in Student volunteers will be held
on Thursday, January 28, 7 p.m. in the Regis Room, Univ. Center.
All are welcome. For more information contact Steve Townley at the
Campus Ministry office.
Biology Club Meeting
On Thursday, January 28, 7 p.m. the Biology Club will hold a
meeting concerning the events for the upcoming semester. The
featured speaker will be Dr. Carolyn Chambers on Socio-biology.
There will be a film and refreshments. All are welcome.
Singer's Square Dance
The Xavier Singers are sponsoring a square dance on Saturday,
January 30, from 8-12 p.m. in the Cafeteria. Bob and Edna will call
the dance. They are old favorites of Xavier square dances. There will
be a$) admission charge which includes 2 beers. Other refreshments
will be provided. All are welcome.
Heart Association Mini-marathon
Anyone interested in aiding with the Heart Association Minimarathon should sign up at the Information Desk from February
1-5. All volunteers will receive a race hat and poster.
Big Brothers Meet
A meeting for anyone interested in the Big Brothers program will
be held Monday, February I, at 7 p.m. in the Regis Room, Univ.
Center. All are welcome. For more information contact Steve
Townley of the Campus Ministry office at 745-3201.
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Student assumes position
to advise prospective Muskies
percent of the students accepted at
Xavier are il1 the top third of their
high school classes, Flen:hinger
concluded.
He said the current number of
students will be difficult to increase
because of new government
policies.
"Reagan's cutbacks on financial
aid for students will make my job
tougher," he said.
Flerchinger's position is fulltime
during the summer, and it averages
20 hours per week during the school
year. When school is in session he
said he will coordinate 350 volunteers to give tours of Xavier's campus, call Xavier applicants, and
visit high schools to talk about the
university. He also will attend local
colle!!e fnir~ with Director of Ad-

By SANI>Y SCIIROEilER
News Reporter

Junior Bob Flerchinger has been
chosen as admissions assistant for
the 1982-83 academic year.
As admissions assistant he will
aid the Admissions Office by
counseling prospective students
during the summer and coordinating tours and telephone campaigns during the school year.
"My main objective for the job is
to maintain the present amount of
students who apply and enroll at
Xavier," he explained.
Last year, 80 percent of the students who visited Xavier applied,
Flerchinger said. Forty-four percent of all applicants were accepted,
and 38 percent enrolled. Seventy

missions, Rene Durand.
Flerchinger said he applied to be
assistant because he had done admissions work and liked it. He has
given tours and worked on
telephone campaigns. He also said
the job will help him to develop administrative skills.
Xavier's biggest selling points,
according to Flerchinger, are its
size, friendly atmosphere, wiiiingness to give individual attention
to students, and its operation according to Jesuit educational standards. He also said the proximity of
downtown Cincinnati is a plus for
the school.
"This school isn't for everyone,"
he concluded. "I really want to help
people make the right choice."

~-------------------------------

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

(

REPORTS

encouraged to attend Monday's with J.D. A motion for $90 to supmeeting.
plement the cost of buses was passPresident's Report
ed 14-0-0. Buses will leave in front
A motion was made for $120 for ' of the University Center between
the purchase of twelve tickets to the 7-8 p.m.
Black Awareness Week Banquet.
,
Kid Day
The motion passed 13-0-0.
A motion for $400 for buses,
Grill Committee
candy, and entertainment for the
Jeannie Rademacher has been
February 10, Kid Day program
selected as chairman. The commit- passed 14-0-0. Volunteers are needtee will meet at 12:45 on Thursdays ed and can sign up by contacting
in the Fordham Room.
Kid Day chairperson, Laurie
Bernstein.
Super Bowl Party
Community Participation
A rented nineteen inch color
Committee
television set was stolen from
Donna lames, committee
storage on fourth tloor Kuhlman.
chairperson, reported on a project
A motion to offer a $50 reward ·for
to develop a brochure for the elderinformation leading to the return of
ly served by the Evanston Senior
Citizens' Center.
the set passed 12-0-1.
Loan Requested
Edgecliff Council
The proposal to eliminate
Cheerleaders requested a loan of
guaranteed seats for the represen$1000 to cover the cost of 500
souvenir pillows until the pillows
tatives on the Edgecliff Council and
to eliminate the positions of can be sold. The request was tabled
Treasurer and Secretary passed
for this time.
New Senate Candidates
12-0-1.
A total of nine applied for the
Spirit Committee
open senate seat. A decision will be
A pep rally has been planned for
made during next Monday's
the U.C. game from 5:30-6 p.m. in
meeting.
the cafeteria. Bob Staak, members
CO-OP Store
of the team, the cheerleaders, song
Resumes are being accepted for
girls and band will be present. Free
the following CO-OP positions:
beer will be served from 5: 15 till
Manager, Assistant Manager and
6:30 p.m. A motion for $130 for
Personnel Director. Deadline for
four kegs of beer to be served at the
resumes is Monday· with the compep rally passed 14-0-0.
mittee meeting on Wednesday to
Bus service will be provided to
make final decisions. The commitand from the Coliseum for
tee plans to reopen the store on
tonight's basketball game.
February 15.
Transportation is free to students

Open Senate Seat
Due to the graduation of a
senator, another seat is open on the
SG senate. Resumes must be turned
in by Friday at 5 p.m. in the SG ofIke. Those who submit resumes are

European Tour
If anyone is interested in information concerning a European tour
this summer, please contact Mary Spraul at 661-3514. The trip is
sponsored by a United Nations student organization.

CALENDAR
Alpha Sigma Nu- Fordham Room, Univ.
Center, I :30 p.m.
Faculty Meeting- Cash Room, Logan Hall,
1:30 p.m.
Greek Week Committee- OKI Rooms, Univ.
Center, 2 p.m.
Finance Club- Regis Room, Univ. Center, 7
p.m.
Basketball: XL! vs. Cincinnati at the Coliseum, 8
p.m.
Drawing Exhibition- Cynthia Hueil, Emery,
Edged iff.
Thurs., Jan. 28 Search Committee - Neiporte Commons
C.B.A., 12 p.m.
Pre-Interview Meeting - Fordham Room, I :30
p.m.
XUIM Floor Hockey Captain's Meetingregistration closes at 3 p.m.
Pre-Law Society- Terrace Room, Univ. Center,
2:30 p.m.
Spanish Club Meeting- Regis Room, Univ.
Center, 5 p.m.
Management Club- Terrace Room, Univ.
Center, 7 p.m.
MBA Lunch - Faculty Guest Dining RQom,
l<'ri., Jan. 29
Univ. Center, 12·p.m.
• p,
Film: "Creature From the Black Lagoon,!''·
Theatre, Univ. Center, 1:30 and 7 p.m.
Peer Counseling- Fordham Room, Univ.
Center, 2:15p.m.
·
·..
Publications Committee- Regis R'oom, Univ.
Center, 2:30 p.m.
Executive MBA Meeting - Guest Faculty Dining
Sat., Jan. 30
Room, Univ. Center, 12 p.m.
Square Dance- Cafeteria,·Univ. Center, 8 p.m.
Basketball: at Loyola, 8:35 p.m.
Art Exhibition and Reception - Cynthia Hueil,
Sun., Jan. 31
Emery Hall, Edgecliff, 2 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Meeting- OKJRooms, Univ.
Center, 7 p.m. .
French Club Meeting- Terrace Room, Univ.
Center, 7:30 p.m.
. ... :_ .
Big Brothers- Regis Room, l!.niv.. Center, 1
Mon., Feb. 1
p.m.
.•
i
Community Orchestra.- Theatre,"Univ. Center,7 p.m.
· ·
Basketball: XU vs. Oral Roberts, Fieldhouse, 8
p.m.
Young President's Panel Discussion- Terrace
Room, Univ. Center, t30 p.m... .
Self-Assessment Workshop- Fordham Room,
Tues., 'f'eb. 2
Univ. Center, 1:30 p.m.
Search Committee Meeting - Nieport~ Commons, C.B.A., 12 p.m;
Women's Basketball: vs:'Georgetown, away.

Wed., Jan. 27

THE

2X4

531-2639
1615 DANA AVE.
CINTI., OHIO 45207
Specializing in Pizzas
and Hoagies

ADDING TO ~UR MENU

_·,

• Philadelphia Steak Hoagies ........... $2.50
• Chicken Hoagie .................... $2.25
• Fried Chicken Platters ............... $2.40
•Banana Boats, Shakes and Malts
,.

--------------------------------------------~
Free Delivery to XU Students
TillS Sl't\U CO:">HHIHCTW t\S ,, I'Uili.IC SEIMU
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'Vice Squad' raids the timid
By TIM TROXELl,
Entertainment Reviewer

There have been many films that
have been released in the last couple
of years that would be considered
escapist fantasies. Movies such as

Tomorrow's Discotheque, 120 W. 5th Street.

Tomorrow's has future
By PAUL RATTERMANN
Entertainment Editor

The disco music craze is certain
to go down as one of the more
fascinating parts of American
music history. The loud, rythmicbased tunes had the entire nation on
its feet dancing. Naturally,
countless discotheques sprang up
affording millions of people a place
to drink, socialize, and dance.
With the death of the disco
movement in 1980 however, several
of the once popular dancing emporiums found themselves going
bankrupt as the younger crowds'
interest began to slacken.
Tomorrow's located at W. 5th St.
in downtown, found itself in such a
position. Faced with the possibility
of having to file a Chapter 13, the
night club's management decided to
enact several changes in the disco's
format in order to keep the public's
interest peaked.
The most noticeable of these
changes was the lowering of the age
of admission from 21 to 18 years. A
corresponding lowering of the
alcoholic content of some of the
brands of beer from 6117o to 3.211Jo
accompanied this move.
The result has been an influx of ·
younger patrons, most of whom
seem excited to be able to come to a
well-known downtown night club.
Specialty evenings have also been
added to the club's format. Tuesday nights are "Oldies Night" on
which tunes from the late 50's and
60's are played. Wednesday brings
the "Male Fantasy Show" in which
the ladies have the chance to view
an all male dance cast. And Thursday evenings are "College Nights",
admission is free between 8 and 9
p.m. and mixed drinks go for 5De
all night long.
Needless to say, disco music no
longer prevails on the dance floor.
Donna Summer, "The Bee Gees,"
and "The Village People" are never
to be heard from again. The tunes
that are played are mostly top 10,
with a heavy emphasis on the so
called "Heart Throb Pop."
Even a few oddities, such as
Frank Sinatra's "New York, New

Can you find the hidden
occupations?
ACCOUNTANT
ACTOR
ARTIST
BAKER
BARBER
BARTENDER
BOOKKEEPER
BRICKLAYER
CANTOR
CHEF
CHEMIST
CHIROPRACTOR
CLERGYMAN
DISC JOCKEY
FARMER
HISTORIAN
JUDGE
LAWMAN
LAWYER
NURSE
PILOT
PRIEST
PRINTER
PROGRAMMER
SINGER
SURVEYOR
TEACHER
TRUCK DRIVER

Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark,

York" and a couple of the
Bengalmania productions have
been known to be played.
But even if the entire idea of
danct> clubs appalls you, don't
throw in the towel. On weekends, a
live band can be heard in the lounge
(which by the way is separated from
the dance floor and the majority of
the bright lights and loud music.)
The band I heard was strictly
rock-n-roll in nature and did a
marvelous job in performing hits
from such groups as "The Rolling
Stones," "Boston," and "Queen."
A large array of video games and
three full service bars round out the
activities with which one can occupy himself while at Tomorrow's.

and Time Bandits have been in
abundance at theaters everywhere.
The new film Vice Squad
however, definitely could not be
classified as a fantasy. This film not
only gives the. viewing audience a
slice of real life, but it shocks it as
well. There are many scenes of
brutal, ugly violence and kinky sex.
The plot centers around a
psychopathic pimp named Ramrod,
played by Wings Hauser. After he
brutally beats and murders one of
his prostitutes, the Los Angeles vice
squad police decide to track him
down. The head of the vice squad
blackmails a prostitute named
Princess (played by Hardcore's
Season Hubley) to act as bait in
order to nail Ramrod.
That same night, with the aid of
Princess, the vice squad is able to

The only real problem that I observed was that the prices of drinks
were rather high priced. Draft beer
was $1 per glass and mixed drinks
were in the $2.50 range. This is
definitely not the place to go to get
drunk.
All in all, Tomorrow's offers a
rather nice place for college
students to spend an evening out on
the town drinking, dancing,· and
listening to good music. The
changes that the management enacted seem to have worked very
well as shown by the fact that
Tomorrow's still draws in the large
crowds night after night.
Tomorrow's seems to have a
bright future after all.

catch Ramrod and arrest him. On
the way to the station, however, he
jumps two policemen and escapes.
From this point on, the film
starts showing us the sleazy side of
life as we watch Ramrod attempt to
track down Princess. He viciously
threatens anyone who won't provide him with whatever he wants even his friends.
The scenes switch back and forth
from Ramrod's violent actions to
Princess' kinky escapades as a prostitute. Meanwhile, the members of
the vice squad are attempting to
track down Ramrod.
One example of the sleaze that
goes on in this film has Princess
dressed in a skimpy bridal outfit in
a big mansion. She enters a big
room where we see a coffin with an
aged man lying in it. We will never
know what he wanted because she
scream~ 11nd ruins his fantasy, and
he .throws her out.
...
During this time, Ramrod has acquired various weapons and he
savagely threatens and usually inflicts pain on anyone who stands in

his way. We are painfully subjected
to scenes that involve a prostitute
getting run over, another street
walker getting beat up, and a prissy
pimp getting stabbed.
Most of the film involves the
tracking of Princess by Ramrod,
and of Ramrod by the vice squad. I
must admit that the script was wellwritten and the movie was very exciting and full of action.
The acting was above average.
Hubley was very believable as a
prostitute. Hauser generated
enough hatred from the audience to .
make his role seem credible, and
Gary Swanson, as the head of the
vice squad, was a no-nonsense
tough character.
I strongly recommend this film to
anyone who is not offended by constant obscene language, brutal
violence, and kinky sex (though not
explicit). If any one of the above
three characteristics is offensive,
then I strongly discourage the viewing of this film. But for an exciting
film with gritty realism, go see Vice

Squad.
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Player's -----------------------------------------elections

Three new positions have been
added to the Player's Executive
Board. They were proposed at last
week's meeting in an effort to
recruit new officers for next year's
board.
The posts will be temporary additions to the board.
Nominations for the offices will
close today and should be SUbmitted outside the Player's office.
Voting on the posts will be held
Thursday and Friday until 3 p.m.
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J.F.- Let's change i11o champagne gold. Kathy 235.
Chokers -

The chicken conquers all! I'll always be

,.•h.:.:•r.:.:•·---:----:-:---:--:-:--:--What are you tall guys doing on the 13th?
Greg

s.- Do you have no pride?
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Administer chocolate immediately reasons.
I know guys ....

for several

L.K. - I'll never understand you, bul I'll always
care. RAD

IEK -

Go ahead and I ell your life story 10 lh< person behind
the counter.

Special thanks lo !he World Securioy Council world belon~s 10 us. Empress Kaohy

Wizards -

Ler's see some magic!

I've made through 1.5 months! Ral
ohe

Beat U.C.!

,, record pinball score! Congrats, Ch!

Blondes have more fun!

Lost: Pink sapphire ring around Sports Center. Call
Lisa. x3803.

L.K. -You need more dance practice. How aboul
Saturday?
Joe & Mike -

I hope !his was bellcr than doing Accounting! RAB

collegiate camouflage
s u

Deal

Bis soo.;,ach muso really be in bad shape if he has no
bile.

How's your hip?

Remember-good clean fun!

Eric- Beer bongs will gel you every lime.

Go Muskies! Beat U.C.!!!!!

Low scoring and poor play
characterize Muskie defeat
By ALAN PARRA
Sports Reporter

One thing that can be said about
the 1981-82 Xavier basketball season is that the Muskies have been
consistent. They've consistentlv
shot poorly, they've consistently
handled the ball poorly, and
they've consistently blown their
opportunities in the few close
games they've had this season. In
general they've consistently played
poorly.
Against MCC foe Oklahoma City Saturday at Schmidt Memorial
Fieldhouse, the Muskies continued
this trend, falling to the Chiefs
30-28. That's right, the final score
was 30-28. In a game marked by
slow-down tactics by both teams,
the Muskies shot a pitiful 41%
from the field and missed a IS-foot
jumper with five seconds remaining
in the game which would have given
Xavier the lead.
In the first half both teams came
out in zone defenses and each tried
to pull the other out. As a result,
both teams held the ball for long
periods of time before shooting.

Xavier was unable to score a basket
in the last six minutes of the half
and the teams went into the lockers
with the Chiefs holding a 15-14
lead.
The second half was an exact
replica of the first. Xavier was
unable to score until John Shimko
hit two free-throws with 13:53 remaining in the game, which meant
that the Muskies had gone 12
minutes without scoring.
Luckily, the Chiefs were unable
to take advantage of this and found
themselves with only a five point
lead. On the next two Xavier
possessions, Tony Hicks hit two
outside jumpers to pull the Muskies
within one.
The Chiefs then went to Soup
Campbell, who nailed a tough
15-foot jumper. The teams traded
baskets and then, with 3:40 remaining, Hicks threw an alley-oop pass
to Jeff Jenkins who slammed _it
through the basket over the Chief's
Rusty Davis to give the Muskies the
lead. But the Chiefs immediately
went back to Campbell, who shot a
20-foot jumper to put OCU on top

again.
Shimko made the defensive play
of the -game with I :53 remaining
when he tied up Rubin Jackson to
give the Muskies the ball, but
Xavier was unable to take advantage of it and score.
With 31 seconds remaining,
Hicks hit a 10-foot jumper to pull
the Muskics within one. When Ken
Anrette missed the first shot of a
1-and-1 bonus situation, it looked
like the Muskies could still pull it
out.
However, when the Muskies
came down court, Shimko missed
an open IS-foot jumper and the
Chief's Jackson was fouled on the
rebound with only three seonds left.
Jackson hit the first of the bonus,
but missed the second and the
Muskies called a time-out with two
seconds left on the clock. Steve
Wolf's Hail-Mary fell short on the
ensuing play and the Chiefs escaped
with a 30-28 victory.
The Muskies are now 4-12 on the
season. Tonight Xavier faces crosstown rival UC at the Coliseum at 8
p.m.

Swim records bettered
in week's fine performances
By MICHELLE ...OLE\'
Sports Reporter

Kurt Ringo broke the school record
in the 200-yard breaststroke with a
time of 2:31.33.

practices for the two weeks before
the next meet.
"We're shooting for some good
times at Cleveland State and with a
little hard work and determiniation,
I think we can accomplish a great
deal," Madonis said.

Xavier won a co-ed. dual swim
meet 63-31 againsi Centre College
Coach Tassos Madonis was
in Kentucky Saturday. Co-captain
Peggy Regan improved on her own pleased with both squads' efforts.
record with a 26.4 in the 50-yard Madonis plans to have some intense
freestyle.
Both the men's and women's
swim teams had a busy week. Tues' day evening the women fell to
' Wittenberg in a close long course
meet.
The women came from behind .
before a large home crowd Friday
to defeat ·a tough Evansville squad
72-63. Fine performances were
turned in by all. Co-captain Mary
Kendrick established a new school
record in the 200-Individual Medley
with time of 2:27 .II.
Phyllis Reichert bettered her own
100-yard breaststroke record with a
time of I: 19.36. The relay team of
Kendrick, Melissa Leuke, Regan
and Martha Stenson set a new
record for the 200-yard freestyle
relay with a mark of I :50.11.
The men's squad was defeated by Junior pre-med major Bob Jacobs shows his form In the 200-fly at practice.
a strong Evansville team 44-67. Coach Tassos Madonia plans to have Intense practices for the next two weeks

a

In preparation for the Cleveland State

me~t.
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name: DEXTER BAILEY
team: BASKETBAL.L
yr: sophomore
posilion: forward
wt: 175
ht: 6-4
hometown: Cincinnati
Dexter Bailey, a product of Summit Country Day High School,
was selected first team all-State, a Basketball Weekly all-America
and was named the Cincinnati Enquirer's Player of the Year in Cincinnati two years ago. During his senior year, he averaged 20 points
and 12 rebounds per game as he paced the Silver Knights to the
Class-A state finals and a 26-2 record. At the conclusion of the tournament, Dexter was named the Class-A Player of the Year in the
state of Ohio.
Last year, Dexter shot 60.3117o from the field, hitting 63.5117o of his
shots in the MCC. He finished the year with a 7.3 average and pulled
down 4.8 rebounds per game, which ranked second on the team.
"Skywalker" ended the season with 37 blocked shots and tied for
first in the MCC in blocked shots.
Dexter is a business major whose hobbies include music, swimming and traveling.

Muskies fired up
for battle with .U C
By KATH\' MARKS .
Sports Editor

"I think you can throw the
records out for this game," UC
Basketball Coach Ed Badger said in
reference to tonight's game.
Xavier, with a 4-12 record, hosts
UC, now I 1-5, at Riverfront
Coliseum.

"The· game will be very
tough,"Badger stated.
The records are deceptive.
Although the Muskies are below
.500, lhey have been fighting injuries and inexperience since early
in the season. They have come close
to winning a number of contests,
but the breaks of the game have not
gone Xavier's way. Cincinnati,
although 11-5 overall, is 0-4 in its
Conference and has lost three of its
last four games.
"It's going to be a tough game,"
said Xavier Coach Bob Staak.
"They're a strong team with lots of
confidence. We've had very good
games with them in the two years
I've been here."
"The game will be very tough,"
Badger concurred. He added that
his team's knowledge of the
Muskies' record is probably a
disadvantage because the UC

players will go into the game thinking they will come out wi:h an easy
victory.
The starting team for Xavier,
subject to change, will be Dexter
Bailey, . Anthony Hicks, Jeff
Jenkins, John Shimko, and Steve
Wolf. These players will take on
Bobby. Austin, Myron Hughes,
Junior Johnson, Jelly Jones and
Mike Williams as UC's starting
five.
Xavier defeated UC two .years
ago. "It's obviously a very emotional game," Staak commented on
the crosstown rivalry. He added
that it is important that the team
does not get too emotional, as the
players did last year. "We should
have better composure this year,"
Staak said.

~'we

should have better
composure thi s year,"
Staak said.

Xavier, as the hosting school, has
the best seats available for the
game. Students may sit in sections
at both ends of the court under the
baskets, on a first-come, firstserved basis. Other student seating
is available on the lower tier for
Xavier students, while UC students
will be seated in "peanut Heaven".

Icemen 1-1 on week
8~·

.IOIIN ANGEUNI
Sports Reporter

The Muskie icemen recorded
their second victory for the season
by defeating the NKU Cobras, 6-4,
last Tuesday. The victory was
Xavier's second over the Cobras
this season.
Xavier lo~t to Can-Am, 5-2,
Wednesday. Due to a problem with
the icc, which forced the game to be
played on a shortened rink, the contest was delayed for more than an
hour.

At the end of the second period,
the score was tied, 2-2. However,
the l\·luskies had trouble in the final
period and were outscored 3-0.
The Xavier goals were scored by
Mike Cmtantini in the first period
assisted by Jim l'vlcKenna and in the
second p~·riod by l'vlcKenna with an
assist by Tom 1\kl'ikc.
The Muskies will be playing two
games a week for the next several
weeks, in order to rmtke up games
that the team missed during the fin.t
pari of the sc:t~on.

Ladies· earn victories
By KA TH\' MARKS
Sports Editor

In a preliminary to the men's
game Saturday night, the Lady
Muskies downed Bluffton College
74-67. The Ladies were impressive
throughout the first half, going into
the lockers with a 34-20 lead.
Some of their momentum was
lost in the second half, as the
Beavers outscored the Musketeers
24-6 in the last five minutes of the
game. However, the Ladies hung
on to their lead and came away with
the victory.
The Muskies shot 55.8111o from
the field and 53.3% from the foul
line. Judy Smith led the team with
14 points and 10 rebounds. JoAnn
Osterkamp added 13 points, while
Ann Clarke and Stacey Land put in
12 apiece. Clarke also pulled down
seven rebounds.
The Bluffton game marked the
return of junior guard Cindy
Turney, who played in her first
game of the year since breaking her
foot at the start of the season.
Last Wednesday, the Ladies defeated tough Division II foe Central
State, 85-73. It appeared that it
would be a back-and-forth game
until, a few minutes into the con-

test, the Lady Muskies outscored
the Lady Warriors 23-6 to take a
commanding lead. The halftime
score stood in Xavier's favor,
38-29. In the second half, the scoring stayed close but the Muskies
maintained their lead and won,
85-73.
The·team was 30-for-51 (58.8%)
from the field, while shooting
69.4% (25-for-36) from the foul
line. Xavier's top scorer was
Osterkamp, with 21 points. Clarke
chipped in 16 points and pulled
down 15 rebounds. Other top contributors were Karen Ohe (13
points; 9 rebounds) and Smith ( 12
points; 5 rebounds).
The team traveled to Cedarville
Monday night to try to up its
record. Prior to Monday's game,
the record stood at 8-6.
Xavier hosts UC's Lady Bearcats
tonight at 6 p.m. at Riverfront
Coliseum.
Muskie Note: Senior Teri Tombragel played her final game last
Wednesday against Central State.
She dropped off the team because
she wants to concentrate on school
and on finding a job. According to
Coach Laurie Massa; it was Tombragcl's decision to leave the team.

•• ·•••ore sports
Super Bowl XVI now history

Young people are going to make
mistakes until they gain experience. We
have a lot of young players that arc
talented and have made fundamental
improvement.
On top of the inexperience, we've
been plagued with injuries. After a
relatively injury-free pre-season, we
can't find the formula and make it work
successfully.''
Are nny hig name schools In be
scheduled?
"To cut down budget costs, we are
looking for games against schools in the
area. We would like to play Indiana or
Kentucky, but we would like to bri[lg
them here sometimes. It's tough to win,
but even tougher to win on the road
against perennial giants.''
Many students have said thai the
learn is playin~ without enthusiasm. l>u
~·ou haw any comments regarding this
sentiment'!
"I would strongly disagree with that.
The team played with a lot of emotion
last year, but many of the players arc
laid-back, low-key individuals. They arc
intense but don't show the rah-rah emotion seen last year."
llo you believe thai the pla~·ers have
been able In integrate well into the
~eneral student body?
"I think so. All of the players have
many constraints on their lime. It's an
unfair judgement of players and athletes
to say that they don't associate with

CBiQQCRe(!1gellUttg

INSURANCE

An Insurance Agent who always deals ''on the Square"

Call me at 871-3340; Hyde Park Square

Bengals how to win.
Many players have contributed to
this winning season. Ken Anderson
is back in his old form and set a
·super Bowl record for completions,
25. Tight-end Dan Ross set a club
record with 71 receptions this year.
Ross also set a record of II receptions in the Super Bowl.

By MARK HAMAl>
Sports Columnist

The Super Bowl XVI is now
history as the San Francisco 49ers
beat the Cincinnati Bengals 26-21 in
Pontiac, Michigan.
The Bengals, trailing 20-0 at halftime, came back in the second half
and scored two touchdowns to pull
within six at 20-14.
This, however, was as close as the
Bengals were to come. Although
Cincinnati had more total yards
than the 49ers, four turnovers cost
Cincinnati the game.
Next year will be different as the
Bengals will win the Super Bowl.
This seemed to be the feeling at a
welcome home rally at Fountain
Square on Monday.
Eat your hearts out Cleveland
Browns fans, because future

.Coach discusses season, plans
l'vlany questions have been raised concerning the men's basketball team. The
News interviewed Coach Staak and here
are the highlights of that conversation:
With re~ards 111 the hud~el, do )"Oil
anticipate n similar del'icil next year?
"The budget is hard to projccl
definitely. However, we will cominuc to
cut the deficit. Ticket sales have increased over last year and revenue from
television has helped to trim the deficit.
If we win the three tournament games at
the end of the season, we would wind up
in the NCAA. Next year, we will have to
continue looking. for ways to increase
travel costs."
Concernin~ the use ol' the Coliseum.
"Some schools, Marquc!lc for example, would not play us in the Fieldhouse.
Next year changes will have to be made
since all League games have to be played
in an arena that scats 7500 or more."
l>o you have any comments concernin~ the season thus l'nr'!
"l think that the loss of our seniors
has had a big impact. We lost a great
cteal ol tttrcctton anct tcactcrshtp. l:vcn
guys who played a great deal last year
such as Dexter Bailey, Vic Fleming,
John Shimko and Jeff Jenkins are still
only sophomores.
Is XlJ in over its hend with too Iough
a schedule?
"We're not having success against a
tough schedule at this point in lime and I emphasize this point in time.
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students. The size of this c::unpus makes
a difference - at larger universities,
students might never catch sight of a
basketball player or any other athlete.
Also, very few of the players arc big
party types. Many arc not very outgoing
because that is their nature. I think
everyone needs to have some space of
their own, some time of their own. Is
that wrong?"
Why do the basketball pla~·ers receive
so many privileges, such 11s single
rooms, :t training table fnr dinner and
tutoring?
As far as the single rooms go, that
was an existing situation when I got
here.
Because of late practices. lhc players
are often late for dinner. Tht!y arc now
able to get a warm meal and good-sized
portions. They cat the same food everyone else docs.
Tutoring help may be obtained by any
student. The players have great
demands on their time so a tutoring and
study hall program was set up to assure
that I hey have study time. Eight athletes
have gone through the program - and
all eight have graduated.
What aspect of the haskelhall lifOgram do ~·ou promote 111 prospective
recruits'!
We sell them on the strong academic
program because they can get a great
education here. Their degree will mean
something, especially in business
because contacts gained through basketball exposure can help. When we recruit
a kid, he is first here for the academic
program. Basketball is second and cxtracurriculars arc third.
Uo ynu !"eel Xnvier plal·es lou much
emphasis on lop-notch, blue chip
players'!
That's not so at all. We couldn't afford to do that. Xavier docs not have
the name recognition to just see the top
players.
What will you be looking for in next
year's recruits'!
We will have a point guard next year,
thus opening Tony Hicks up for
shooting. We also need a big guy and
some power players. Right now, we
have more finesse than power players.

Although the Bengals did not win
Sunday, we should not be sad but
proud. Proud that Cincinnati is
again recognized as a football
power. Proud that we made it to the
Super Bowl. Proud that we are
Cincinnatians.

Mark Hamad

models of the Bengals will be better
and better.
After a poor 6-10 season in 1980,
the 1981 club turned everything
around. Most of the credit should
go to Coach Forrest Gregg. Gregg,
fired by the Browns, came to Cincinnati last year and has taught the

XUIM 1982 SPRING SEMESTER SCHEDULE
SPORTS
Basketball
FF $20
'0-U-W-Co
Free Throw
Contest
Floor Hockey
FF $20
'M-W
Volleyball
FF $20
Co-Ree bb
Racquetball
'M-W
Wet and Wild
FF $20
Exercise Dance
Basketball
FF $6
3-on-3
Badminton
'M-W-Md
Malibu Race
Flag Football
FF $20
'M-W
Tennis
'M·W-Md
Super Store
Softball
FF $20
·co

OPEN
Jan. 14

CLOSE AND CAPTAINS' MEETING
Jan. 21-3:00 sec·

BEGIN
Jan. 25

Jan. 19

This contest will run during
the reQular B·ball season.
Jan. 28-3:00 sec·

Jan. 31

Jan. 25

Feb. 4-3:00 sec·

- - t-·

Feb. 11-2:30 sec·

Feb. 15

Feb. 2

Feb. 11-3:00 sec·

Feb. 15-19

Feb. 22

Will be held the month of February.
Mar. 3-3:00 SCC'

Mar. 1

Mar. 16-3:00 sec·

Mar.-17-18

Mar. 17
Mar. 15

Mar. 25-3:00 sec·
Mar. 24-3:00 SCC'

Mar. 27
Mar. 25·28

Mar. 22

Mar. 30-3:00 sec·

Mar. 31-Apr. 1

Mar. 29
Apr. 1

Apr. 25-3:oo sec·
Apr. 14-3:00 sec·

Apr. 16-17
Apr. 18·19
25-26

Awards

Allleams and individuals may altend.

Saturday and Sunday
are Special Draft Nitesf

Super· Sandwiches · Extra Hot Chili
Mixed Drinks · Hot Specials
Parking in Rear

T.B.A.
Mar. 15

Apr. 28
8 p.m.

·seC-Sports Center Classroom - Mandatory Captains' Meeting
Bring roster and forfeit fees (FF)
·o - Open Dlv.
"Co- Co·Rec
• M - Men's Qiv.
· H - 6ft. and under
·w - Women's Div.
"bb- Beachball
'Md- Mixed Doubles

NOW THERE'S AMEDICAL SCHOLARSHIP
JUST FOR YOU!
Dart Tournaments
Starting Nov. 2nd

Feb. 8

Feb. 2

COLLEGE SENIORS•••

97 7 East McMIIfan
at Kemper Lane
281-9637

Super Bowl XVI will be
remembered by most of us as one
big turnover after a not her.
However, we should remember the
feeling of Bengalmania. The cold
feeling of losing will always be there
but the warm feeling of victory will
be back next year.

If you plan to enroll in medical school in 1982, the Navy
has a four year scholarship that will pay for everything: Tuition, books, supplies and all required fees. AND you'll be paid
over $7,500 a year while going to school.
Highly competitive, the scholarship is available to those
students who have been accepted for, or currently enrolled
in, an AMA or AOA approved school of medicine or
osteopathy. Or if you are applying and believe you will be accepted by one of these schools, you can also apply for the
scholarship program.
Additional requirements are U.S. citizenship, good moral
character and be physically qualified for service in the Navy.
To find out more about the Navy's Health Professions
Scholarship Program, call Steve Showecker in Columbus at
469-6645 or toll-free 1-800-282-1288 (within Ohio).

(overtbne)
Sophomore Julie lsphording
travels to Bermuda this weekend to
enter into competition there. She
faces a tough field of runners.
lsphording will compete in a race
·in Florida February 7.

Rosters arc d uc by 3 p.m . .Ia nua ry 2K
for
Intramural Floor Hockey.
Forefeit fee is $20 pt:r tcai11.
·

Watch Capt. Flag's

"FIRE AWAY"

Sundays • 9:30am • Channelly

Popeye Cartoon and
Fire Safety Messages
Capt. Flag Wants You.

